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CONNECTION TNEORY AND PARANETER TRANSFORMATIONS 
Bela Kis 
1ml Introduction 
The classical connection theory on fiber bundles has two 
symmetries: a fiber symmetry and a hidden one. The fiber symmetry is 
related to the fiber group of the fiber bundle. Identifying the 
connection with its parallel translation the usual connection 
commutes with the action of the fiber group. This part of the 
connection theory is well described and has several generalizations: 
it includes the theory of linear and homogeneous connections as well 
as the theory of the principal connections C33,C13. 
The hidden symmetry is related to the notion of parameter 
transformations of (smooth) curves. Considering the parallel 
translation as an operation which maps the curves of the base 
manifold to curves of the total space, we can see that in the 
classical connection theory this operation also commutes with the 
parameter transformations of curves. However, geometrically it is 
not obvious that this commutation condition must be satisfied to get 
a meaningful connection theory. Our goal in the present paper is to 
give a short description of a connection theory in which a 
generalized version will be used of the above condition. 
In paragraph 1.2 we give a short list of the notions and 
notations used in this paper. The next three paragraphs of part two 
are devoted to build up the basic notions of our theory. These 
notions are worked out only for the most simple cases and we do not 
touch the question of the fiber symmetries, however fiber symmetry 
can be easily transplanted into this theory; we use vector bundles 
from technical reasons but the connection theory will not be linear 
in the "classical" way. 
The third part is dealing with the first order case and contains 
the classical connection theory and the theory of the 
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(over)generalized connections as special cases of our general 
notion*. 
In the last part we sketch an application from the Finsler 
geometry: the global description of Rund's <3 ""derivation C43. 
1.2 Basic notions and notations 
In this paragraph we collect some basic notions and notations 
used in the fallowings . 
First of all we use the term "smooth" as the synonym of the 
phrase "C - d i f f e r e n t i a b l e " . 
The triad i * (B,%%) is a topological fiber bundle if E , B 
are topological spaces and 3T: £ —> £ is a continuous surjection. 
We call spaces £ and B the total space and the base space of £ , 
and the map ItlE — * B its projection. The fibers are the sets 
4p=iT
,(f>) (fsB ) . 
A topological fiber bundle £ =* (A,-VB) is a smooth fiber bundle if 
E and £ are smooth manifolds and Jl is a smooth submersion. £ 
is locally trivial if for every -p^B there exists an open 
neighborhood Up and a continuous (smooth) map ifc>:7C*((\*)~-+{ipXF 
(F is a fixed space) for which the diagram 
THuř) 
commutes. The total space of a locally trivial smooth fibered bundle 
is called fibered manifold. A locally trivial continuous resp. 
smooth bundle £ is a continuous resp. smooth vector bundle if its 
fibers are vector spaces and the maps 
fj« ^ : T4 (UpOU-.) * X-* [Uff\ II,,) 
are linear on the fibers for every -p, OL €. B, UpOU^ty. 
If 4 is a bundle, we will denote its total space, base space 
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and projection by tl | , fo| and 4-"* £ in order. If M is a manifold, 
its tangent bundle is denoted by TM - Me also use the following 
notations: TM:=ttttf, t^frXH . 
We will say that the pair ( oC , p ) is a bundle or -fiber 
preserving map between continuous resp. smooth fiber bundles £ 
and 1£ if the diagram 
is commutative and the maps *C , 0 are continuous resp. smooth. When 
the base manifolds are equal and the map (3 is the identity we say 
that the bundle map ( °C , (-> ) is a strong bundle map. If (̂  ,(5 ) is a 
bundle map between vector bundles and the restrictions of the map 
c< to the fibers are linear we say that («C,p ) is a vector bundle 
map. We also use the 'strong vector bundle map' terminology-
The map ©( completely determines the map 6 , so we will use 
the simpler notation oC instead of the more deductive notation 
(o(,(5 ). 
Let <f: Ң -> 4* ̂  be a smooth map, where % is a bundle. 
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which is the so called pull-back square associated to V and § . 
The bundle Y" i i 5 n o t canonically determined: its usual 
representative is the bundle <U y*(p)X £f -. pr * , M ) . However, the 
vector bundle map adtY i s canonical relative to the bundle *p' k T 
i.e. 4|/. g determines QdkV canonically. 
If -̂  is a bundle map between bundles ̂  a n d J where the base 
space of f) is M » then we can construct a unique strong bundle map 
Y*e< : 17 > *?'£ -for which the diagram-
is commutative. We call this map the pull-back -factorization of 
*< via *V . 
The pull-back functor preserves the following properties: 
continuity, smoothness and local triviality. It maps vector bundles 
into vector bundles again. 
If § is a vector bundle its vertical subbundle is denoted 
by V| . This subbundle of tHt | is cannonically isomorphic with the 
pull-back bundle (pr|)'£. 
2,1 Germs o-f Curves 
Let ?f= {(*,ty|a<0<t; a,t€Mj be the canonical system of the 
neighborhoods of OeR. If <f>£M then let T (M)=-U P- (M) , where 
4>6M • 
l f ( M ) 4 i t : l • M j l s y , JT- i s a smooth 1-1 map, ^ (o) =- J> } 
I f tfi ( a , v j • M i s a n e lement of 11 ( M ) , t h e n f o r any 
4 6. ( a , ( r ) l e t us denote by Iff * 3^ t h e map 
(*«r)(*) * r (*+*), 
whose domain is the i 
YW м 
nterval (a-4,{r--.*) and which i s an element of 
Two elements T<iT*- o f ff (M) a r e c a i-**<* ff«r» 
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equivalent if there exists such an element I of ? for which 
I ^ c(orn f\ 0 <Aorr\ fo 
and 
*/i = #/! • 
This relation is an equivalence relation on fL(M) . The factor 
set of YL (M) by it is denoted by Gp(M) and its elements are the so 
called curve germs. If V- £fl(M) then its equivalence class is 
denoted by y-p - T n e union G ( M ) S U &(M) of all equivalence 
classes is called the curve sheaf of M - W e can define a topology 
on G(M) by the system of neighborhoods Z/«. of any Q.€ G(M) . if 
a6Gi»(M) < p £ M ) then the elements of U j are the sets 
where ^ a [f)v f 1= dom y* . 
The canonical projection 7lsG(M) * M is defined by 
^(^-) = 1* *** 9- ̂  Gp(M) - This map is continuous. The triad 
(G(M)# M, H ) is a (non-locally trivial) topological fiber bundle. < 
We denote this bundle by G(M) , too.) 
If *f : M * H is a continuous map between manifolds 
then the map 
T(f) : P(M) » T(N) 
т-Г 




 ^ of llj(M) are called rth order equivalent if 
the derivatives of the map 4 ° ^ * f*3i vanish up to rth order for 
any smooth function £ defined in an open neighborhood of 43 . The 
rth order equivalence is an equivalence relation on I*(M) ; if 
Y*£-p(M)then its rth order equivalence class is called its r-jet at 
40 and denoted by lp(of) • The set of all r—jets at 40 is denoted by 
Tf(M) ; the union $r(M) of these sets is naturally a fibered 
manifold with the canonical projection IP"; *}r(M) r ?r(N) which is 
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defined by the relation 3T
r
(*) = f iff Z 6 3« (M) (f>6M) (see C23). 
There exists a natural map J between (?(M) and 3r (M) for 
which the diagram 
commutes and which is defined by the relation 
jT«r>f) * j ; (r) 
This map is the so called rth jet expansion. 
If f- M * KJ is a smooth map then there exists a map 
I (*r) between manifolds T (M) and J \N) for which the diagram 
•fCT) 






is commutative. The definition of this map is: 
/»(£(,->)= ÍV"*>. 
2.2 Subsets of G(H) and Parameter Transforms on M 
Let IR =• ( — *o, eo) be the real line. The set &© (|R) is a 
topological group with a multiplication induced by the composition 
of the elements of fj (lR) . This group acts continuously the and 
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freely on &(M) ° n "the right by an action also induced by the 
composition of functions. If At€&0(lR) then its action on O £ & ( M ) is 
denoted by R^ cfc " 
Two elements jft'J|££Gu(M) a r B "lied graph equivalent at p if 
there exists such an element ft °* &D(|R) *or which ^ = ^ ^ 4 • T h i s 
equivalence is denoted by o,,^^ ; the equivalence classes - the 
orbits - are called the graph germs of M at y, and the equivalence 
class of Q€Gp(ft)is denoted by fa}* -
Definitions The f amily jf= |H^|^ 6 0 } o f disjoint subsets of 
&(M) are called a refinement of >~49 if the following condition is 
satisfied: 
(,X) if 3i,Qi6G-(M)are elements of the same subset H^ fA6 0 ) 
then 9i^p9l. 'for some *€>M . 
In this case we say that <\A and Q^ are congruent. 
A refinement >l-s |Hjt | A € 0] of **e is called a parametrization 
structure on M if there exists a subgroup * & of & 0 (iR) which 
satisfies the following condition; 
(A) if C K ^ I €&(M) are elements 0f the same subset Ha 
(KtQ) then there exists a ^ 6 * & for which g^rR^O, 
This element yH. is uniquely determined and we call it the 
parameter transformation associated to the pair (Jn^t.)- The group 
* & is not unique; any subgroup of &o Q R ) which contains it 
satisfies condition ((i) . We call the smallest subgroup of &0(lft) 
which satisfies condition (ft) the parameter transformation group of 
There are two special types of the above defined not ions • 
(1) The p a r a m e t r i z a t i o n s t r u c t u r e rfsfHxl^^®} i s c a l l e d f u l l 
i f & ( M ) C U W\ - I n t h i s case Jr induces an e q u i v a l e n c e r e l a t i o n 
A-> on & ( M ) which i s f i n e r than "f> ; i . e . i f P -J^^JL t n e n ^4A /fS-u -
This r e l a t i o n i s c o m p a t i b l e w i t h * & and i n t h i s case ff* i s 
denoted by G ( M ) | * & -
(2 ) The p a r a m e t r i z a t i o n s t r u c t u r e ^ s l H ^ | A € 0 j i s c a l l e d f a t 
i f eve ry &* (M) c o n t a i n s e x a c t l y one e lement of H* 
? r 
If vr is a parametrization structure the subsets of it are 
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also parametrization structures. 
Definitions A parametrization structure f̂" = -j H^/ X €. © J is 
called homogeneous if the parameter transformation groups of the 
subsets 
, £ = ( HAM 6©, H , c & f ( M ) ] 
ar^e equal . 
In this paper we will use only homogeneous parametrization 
structures. 
Examples: <i) Let 0= M and H* = &A(M)- T n B set ̂ [ f y |A 6 ® ] is 
a parametrization structure onM. Its parameter transformation group 
is the group G*0(IR) . This parametrization structure is obviously 
full. 
(ii) Two elements ^li^l^^C^^ have the same orientation if the 
parameter transformation associated to the pair ^iiSz * nas a 
representative <b whose first derivative is not negative on its 
domain. This relation is well defined and is an equivalence relation 
which determines a full parametrization structure T ' onM - Every 
set G_(MJ contains exactly two elements of <-*- because curves have 
exactly two orientations. 
(iii) An element Q of Gu(M) (pfcM ) is called geometric if it 
has a representative of* whose tangent is not zero in the domain of 
jp- - If the set of geometric elements of (5p(M) is denoted by Gp 
then the set ̂ =}GL|f£M| is a full parametrization structure on M . 
The parameter transformation group of Jfcj. is called the group of 
the allowed parameter transformations of M • 
2,3 General Connections 
Let J be a fixed smooth vector bundle. 
Triads (<y(M),1F,l4$) and (*^i)/*y**!*) are topological (smooth) 
vector bundles so we can construct their pull—backs via p*C 5 ; these 
bundles are denoted by (pT$)!fr((r4fc) and (p'jl)'?^^^) - We can define 
the action of the group CrQ[\9l) on the total space of (pr|)-fr(t43)as the 
pull-back of its action on G-(^J) ; i.e. if /{, £ Gb(lRj and 
S^CWV'frlM))* thBfl fy%efati'bto*M\ is^ d e t B r m i n » d °y identity 
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Definition! The continuous fiber preserving map 
Y.(f>r§)!£(M) > &(«$) 
is called a (free) continuous connection on vector bundle 5 if it 
satisfies the following condition: 
G-(prO°f -= «dt(frA|) prf 
(which is the pull-back factorized version of identity 
(pr$)!G-(|*r*)of = «-(ri)'.G.(Ut) 
Let Jk-t and j->, # be parametrization structures on -fcfj a*"-d 
^ | respectively. 
Definitions (1) Continuous connection V is ttemkly (fit̂t '̂ K*!* 
sy»»#iric if for any two elements Q1 Qa of (-p**)* &("fc"4 s) "the fact 
that (̂ ol̂ /i .L\P^|J(QO and (a4wiA|\^f)(Q») are congruent implies that 
if(qA\ and*f(QLfc) are congruent. 
<2) Suppose that parametrization structures 4^f| and *Sr^| 
have common parameter transformation group * G~ A continuous 
connection *P is called *(r - s y . » » e * r i c if for any 94,9i €"fct (p^lF&WrAl) 
the fact that R « ~ ^ 
for some ^ ( ^ ( I R ) implies t h a t R^ f(^) a V (fy) -
It is obvious that if a connection is*G- -syflwietric then it is 
weakly symmetric 
Smooth functions and curves can be approximated by finite 
segments of their Taylor—series. From the differential geometrical 
point of view connections which are determined by their finite 
approximations are very significant. The correct definition of the 
phrase "finite approximation" for connection theory is the 
following: 
Definitions We say that the *Gr -symmetric continuous connection 
is rth order determined if there exists a continuous map 




or every (r, ff) 6fir] X (rp(U$)c« (prt)'G»(6*$) • (p
a(frl)(^)) 
K is smooth on the set (^G-fl^N^f)* (JT ( ̂  r ^)) 
This map >v is called the horizontal map of *f 
The most often used type of rth order connection theory is the 
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first order connection theory- The remaining part of the present 
paper is dealing with special first order connections. 
3-1 First order connections 
Let Y be a * & -symmetric first order determined connection 
on vector bundle § , where G- is the common parameter 
transformation group of parametrization structures &%*L and 
jh c - In this case we can identify the functor I* with functor 
J^ -, i.e. for any manifold M the space 34(M) --S the tangent space 
tM of M anc- the first jet of maps is equal to their tangent map, 
so we can consider the horizontal map 4\, of *P as a fiber 
preservmg map 
t : (f< I * ** * *• ?**• -
which satisfies condition 
a (?-(«j.jrf.) - A,(«r,aPy) 
for every (fj-jjj,) £ {*} X &-p ( M ) C"t( (^J)! &(fr*|) (fJ= (ff t)(«)) 
Proposition. Q^|).o|.,<• £J« 4, = ^ i - ^ r u I 
P r o o « 8 I f (fV'fKTf) then Ktr)B^fr*^(M)^rr^-
-»(C(rt)
l&(HS ,^)(^^m-H , ! f r (rMt^"^ (r»i1v)'so rr»(f4,rV N Ü W 
U{rrtfdffk).V}(r.JLtr) = CCff-V'-lfrfJC-trfK^* 
"CtfriJ-'olfrJKolrj-) = ( «, df ttfrD-f)) = (-*-<-? J") = 
-^V*ftm (^ r r ) Q-E-D-
LemmaL ^ ^ _ ^ e C ( f r >,! ol - * { ] (*) 6 t« V i 
f o r every v £-ttf , ZeCtilHo- -
Proo-f. I t ' s known t h a t X G i t V J i f and o n l y i f (cUw{)(x) = 0 
and t h i s i s t r u e i f and o n l y i f ((p**!)' dp<*£)(X) "- 0 
Now ( ( f r i ) ! f l l r t ) ( W x i t t - ^
0 ^ H l ' , ' c , P , r ^ = 
= (frf^dp-^-ft^j'oi^.eO^H^r^" ° Q-E-D-
Using this lemma we can define the analogues of the notions of 
the classical connection theorys 
Definitions <1) The map lt̂  -» ̂ -•(torj)" dp**i is called the 
horizontal proJBction of *P 
(2) The map If a T̂flfc """"* ̂ H * 5 *~ne vertical proJBction of 
* -
<3> If (ri)'| and Vj are identified by the map r. :Vjj —*(p-*i)'".l 
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then 4Tart«JTy is called the vertical map of f 
(4) The map 3) a (och }.wf)©V" is called the Dombrovski map of *f . 
If GT is a section of / and AT is an element of TtrAJ- then we 
call the expression (D*dtf)(<r) the covariant derivative of Gf by V" -
and we denote it by Vv^O 
Now we will study the interpretation of *<r —symmetry in the 
first order case. Let us notice first that the tangent space *$0 (|R) 
can be identified with IR . This identification gives a map 
T.&oOR) • R 
which is a semigroup homomorphism. If * Or is a subgroup of G^R), 
its image by t is denoted usually by * IR. • The functor t maps of 
the action of M.6Ĝ («)on Q€&^(M) into t(/k)olp̂  
Lemmas For any («;x)€ (fii)'t4*f and ^€*IR 
Proof s If A=* tip} </i6 *G- ) and X^clpy- then 
^(v,Ax)= t, (Mp(ft / - .yO)a cM f (vjR/crfD* < M f y * ^ r f ^ M o . E . D . 
3.2 (Over)generalized Connections 
In this paragraph we are dealing with a special kind of 
* & -symmetric connections. We give the definition in term of the map 
Definition: We say that we are given an (over)generalized 
connection on the vector bundlesif a continuous map 
t,i{frtflUt >Vttl 
is given for which 
(Cfr.r'elpr*)-*. = ^ f r > >'.-.ut 
and which is smooth on the manifold of the non-zero elements of 
(pr{)'T(rAj and 1-homogeneous on the fibers. 
We can define the vertical and horizontal projection and 
vertical and Dombrovski map of the (over)generalized connection 
similarly as in the previous paragraph. All these maps are fiber 
preserving and 1-homogeneous. 
In the following proposition we give a description of 
(over)generalized connection in terms of the notions introduced in 
the previous paragraphs: 
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Let &{f| and Jrfak denote the parametrization structures o-f tlf 
and VAf determined by the geometric elements o-f Gf&af) and 
G- (Ms) 7 and denote * & its common parameter trans-formation group. 
Propositions There exists a 1-1 correspondence between the set 
o-f all *(J. —symmetric -first order connections and the set o-f all 
(over)generalized connections on | . 
Proof; I-f *f is a *G- -symmetric -first order connection then its 
horizontal map &, i&< 1-homogeneous (because o-f X(*&)= IR~{o} ) , 
smooth on the set of non—zero elements of A^f)' X^-6 5 (which set 
coincides with (*dLtl'AkPr$TA(A[V~ H)) > and satisfies condition 
(frr£)'4br$*ti,- 4LOCJ |.rT^| f so it determines an (over) generalized 
connection. 
On the other hand, if A, is an (over)generalized connection on 
I then we can associate to any (*T, <ft) ( <retCf f f> = (f*i)( 0-) > an 
element 5L €. &v-C^f) * n ^ n B following way. Let us consider the first 
order differential equation 
T = Mr. r) 
( rp is an unknown curve in "i(% )-
The map K> is smooth, so this equation has a local solution y* 
which satisfies the initial condition JT(o) = ^ . The curve germ 
of <*• uniquely determines the curve germ of the solution. Denote 
this germ by *f faflfc) - This map is*G- -symmetric: if At 6 G- and 
u =fo)0then jpo o is the solution of the equation 
r - * - ( ? . it (r-*>) 
Indeed, 
where \s. Xifi.) 
We can easily check that if ->u corresponds to ¥ in this way 
then *lv is the horizontal map of *P 
3,3 CJassicaJ Connections 
We show how the notion of the "classical" connection fits into 
the frames of the just described theory. 
Classical connection theory has several settings; we will follow 
the way of the splitting of the vector bundle morphism; for details 
one can see C53-
Definitiong We say that a cJassicaJ connection is given on the 
vector bundle t if we have a smooth 1-homogeneous map 
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Ki(fri)lttUl • tilt 
for which the condition ((W/)*cl*rJ)*fi, r MfortfalAl i s sa"tis*iec--
Lemma: The map A, is linear on the fibers. 
Proof s By the Euler's theorems for homogeneous maps every smooth 
1-homogeneous map is linear. 
Corollary: Every classical connection is an (over)generalized 
connection at the same time. 
If we define the horizontal and vertical projections and the 
vertical and Dombrovski maps as we did in the general first order 
case, we gS£ back the usual objects of the classical connection 
theory. 
r r 
Now let 5r^t and ft fat be the parametrization structures 
determined by the graph germs of &(iC|) and &(&*£)- Recall that their 
(common) parameter transformation group is &0(lft) -
Propositiont There is a 1-1 correspondence between the set of 
classical connections on | and the set of the Ĝ («) -symmetric 
connections. 
Proofs The proof is similar to the proof of the Proposition of 
the previous paragraph, the only difference is that the map £, will 
be smooth on the whole bundle (jpij)* %l&\ .so it is linear. 
4.1 Global description of Rund's o —derivation 
In this part we will describe a possible application of the 
(over)generalized connection theory. 
First we give some motivation: The classical connection theory 
is historically based on the parallel translation of the Riemannian 
geometry; its prototype is the Levi—Civita connection. 
In the Finsler geometry — which is a generalization of the 
Riemannian case — several connections are used but there is no such 
a canonical connection as the Levi-Civita connection. We will show 
in a Lemma that the conceptual difference between the Riemannian 
metrics and the Finslerian one is very similar to the difference 
between the theory of the classical connections and the 
(over)generalized one: it depends on the domain of smoothness of 
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some maps. After that we give a reinterpretation of Rund's 
d —derivation from this point of view. (We choose this derivation 
because it is defined on the tangent bundle of the base manifold and 
not in a pull—back bundle of some vector bundles as connections in 
the Finsler geometry usually are). 
All details are ignored here; the classical description of 
O —derivation can be found in C43. 
Definitions (1) The pair ( H , K ) is called a Finsler space if 
M is a smooth manifold and K • TM V |R, is a continuous map 
which is smooth on the * submanifold of the non-zero tangent vectors 
and satisfies the following conditions : 
(A) K is homogeneous of degree 2 on the fibers of XM 
(B) The quadratic form \di: K) Zf Z* (where 9̂ ; denotes the 
partial derivation along the fibers by indices t ,£ ) is positive 
definite. 
(2) The Finsler space ( M , K ) is called Riemannian space if K 
is quadratic on the fibers of XM . 
Lemmas The Finsler space (M , K) is a Riemannian space iff K 
is smooth on the whole TM 
Proof s If ( M , K > is a Riemannian space then K is 
quadratic, so it is smooth on the whole TM 
On the other hand, if K-TM""* -R is a smooth function then by the 
Euler's theorems it is quadratic, so ( M » K ) isa Riemannian 
space. 
Now we can give the global definition of the o -derivation in 
terms of (over)generalized connections: 
Definitions On the tangent bundle XW of the Finsler space 
( M , K ) the (over) generalized connection I*,: %• %*\ • TM i s 
called (the Rund's)O -derivation if (in natural coordinates) locally 
it has the form 
< i*W. *l) s Ktf.*1. * (* V)(y)) X< x*6 IR\ * - c U M 
where the ith component fl (x<Xl) («**) of P^VX^1)-8 
wiťh ťhe noťaťions 
. . Ł . K : . 
n c i i u i . c i u 4 . w i i a 
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and 
where fq,4*) is the inverse of the matrix (*Ui)s (£ ̂ *i^) -
It can be easily checked that "iv is 1-homogeneous on the fibers 
i 
of *6n° XW and thB covariant derivative associated to it is the same 
as ths O -derivative given in C43 (p. 55, formula 3.18). 
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